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GIOVANNI BATTISTA SCULTORI
(Mantua 1503 – 1575)

River God Po with a putto, reclining on a rocky bank. 1538.
After Michelangelo Buonarroti, (1475–1564). Engraving. 11:13,2 cm.
BIBLIOGRAFY: Bartsch 19
Giovanni Battista Scultori was a sculptur and engraver and considered the
founder of the school of Mantua which included his Children and Giorgio
Ghisi. He was active mainly in the circle of Giulio Romano. He signed his
plates with the monograms IBM, IBAMA, BA, or MA. (44025).
CHF 1200.–
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CHERUBINO ALBERTI
(Borgo San Sepolcro 1553–1615 Rome)

Female personification of Victory holding

various military arms.

Engraving. 1570 – 1615. Lettered at lower
left with Alberti's monogram “CAB 1628”
(Cherubinus Alberti Burgensis). Trimmed in
the lower part missing the cartouche with
the inscription: LABORIS MERCES / cum
privilegio summi pontificis.
16,5:14 cm.
BIBLIOGRAFY: Bartsch, Le Peintre graveur
XVII,99,136.Nagler Monogr. 208.
The date 1628 refers to a later publication by Cherubino’s heirs. (according
to Witcombe this plate was in the possetion of the Guelfi Family (Dionora
Alberti was married to Giovanni Maria Guelfi). Strong impession with some
platetone.

Judith holding the head of Holofernes in

her right hand, a sword in her left.

1570 – 1615. Engraving. Lettered at bottom
left with Alberti's monogram C / A.
Trimmes in the lower part missing the
cartouche with the inscription: cum
privilegio s.mi pontif. 17,3:12,6 cm.
BIBLIOGRAFY: Bartsch, Le Peintre graveur
XVII,52, 6, Nagler Mongr. 261
Strong impession with some platetone.
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A standing woman sounding a trumpet and

holding a globe decorated with the arms of
the Medici. 1517 – 1615. Engraving.

Lettered at lower left with Alberti's "CAB”
(Cherubinus Alberti Burgensis), at lower
right “cum privilegio / summi pontf”.
Trimmed in the lower part missing the
cartouche.
BIBLIOGRAFY: Bartsch, Le Peintre graveur
XVII, 98,135. Nagler Monogr. 208.
Strong impession with some platetone on
the edges.
The painter and engraver, Cherubino Alberti was the son of Alberto. He was
born into a family of artists in the Tuscan town of Borgo San Sepolcro, his
brothers were Giovanni and Alessandro and his cousin Durante. In the studio
of Cornelis Cort in Rome he learned the art of engraving. Alberti produced in
the course of his life 189 prints, mostly reproductive works after
Michelangelo, Raphael, Polidoro da Caravaggio, the Zuccari and other artists.
Most of his prints date from the 1570’s and early 1580’s,after which he
seems to have devoted himself mainly to painting. Cherubino Alberti
frequently worked together with his brother Giovanni. There best known
engagements were unter Pope Clement VIII, with the decoration of the Sala
Clementina, the largest room in the Vatican, between 1596 and 1604, and
again in the sacristy of San Giovanni in Laterano, completed in 1602.
Cherubino’s last major papal commission was the decoration of the vault of
the Aldobrandini chapel in Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome, completed in
1610. Three years later, in 1613, he was elected principal to the Accademia
di San Luca. (4850)
CHF 1200.- (3 prints)
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GIUSEPPE ANTONIO CACCIOLI after
(1672 Bologna 1740)

Death of Mary Magdalene after Carlo Gignani (1628–1719).
Etching. Trimmed on to 2 mm near the round subject line. Laking the name
of Carlo Gignani in the lower right.
BIBLIOGRAFY: Nagler Mongr. II S. 538; Bartsch XIX, 436,2; TIB 43 (19),449,2.
Brown spot in the middle of the subject. (357016).
CHF 1200.-
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ANDREA ANDREANI nach BATTISTA FRANCO
(1540/46 – 1623)

The Triumph of the Christian Knight or The Triumph of the Christian

Hero. 1590. Lettered around image: 'Bonum certamencertavi ... ad Timot
CIII“.Andreani's monogram „AA Fecit anno DMDCX Mantuae“ and 10 lines of
dedication to monsignor Ludovico Gonzaga and description in lower
margin.“Deuotiss Serurtore Andrea Andreani Manto“ (lacking: cIc oI cx).
Wm: Anker in Circle. 48;6:32,9 cm (with Border and Text).
BIBLIOGRAFY: Bartsch XII.136.14.
It depicts a Christian knight fighting against the Deadly Sins in the lower
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right and his glory in Heaven in the upper center. The Chriaroscuro woodcut
is a copy from the woodcut broadside of 1555 after a design by Battista
Franco (whose drawing is in the Morgan Library, inv.1982.39). The original
broadside was published in Latin and Italien by the Tramezzino brothers
(Michele and Francesco) in Venice in 1555. The iconography of the Christian
Knight woodcut is probably based on Erasmus’s Enchiridion. The following
passage which drives from the Epistle to the Ephersians 6: 10-23, are just as
the iconography of the Christian Knight woodcut. „ You will find the weapons
of God by which you can endure an evil day. On your right you will find the
arms of justice, on your left the armor of truth, the breastplate of justice, and
the shield of faith, a shield with which you can ward off the fiery darts of the
devil. You will find also the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the spirit
which is the word of God.“ (Erasmus, Handbook of the Militant Christian,
trans. by J. P. Dolan, Notre Dame (Indiana), 1962, p. 74) The composition was
reused by El Greco in 1568/9 for his early painting known as the Modena
triptych. See Michiaki Koshikawa, 'Aspects of Problems in Western Art
History', XIV 2016, pp.107-14 (published in Tokyo - offprint in BM). Verso
remains of mount. Middle fold on the right side open to the image. Upper left
corner and Lower left smal lost arears. (99165).
CHF 3400.-
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AGOSTINO DEI MUSI, gen. Agostino VENEZIANO
(Venice 1509 – after 1536)

Hercules Wrestling Antaeus in the Presence of an old Woman, likely Earth,
Antaeus‘ Mother; Ruined Buildings in the Background.
1533–1536. Engraving. 24,4:18 cm.
BIBLIOGRAFY: Bartsch XIV, p. 237, 316. T.I.B. vol. 26, p. 317, 316. (included
in a single series with Marcantonio and Marco da Ravenna). British Museum I
state of III.
PROVENANCE: Provenance: Unidentified collector signing and dating 1860
with a black pen; Collector’s mark of Thomas Graf with a red pen (L.1092a),
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sale C.G. Boerner, Leipzig, 23. Nov. 1934.
Dei Musi was an engraver from Venice working in the manner of Marcantonio
Raimondi (q.v.). Early work in Venice is known from 1509, later working in
Rome from c.1515. After the sack of Rome, he was again back in Venice in
1528 and collaborating with Serlio. The family name‚ “dei Musi” is revealed
by Serlios (qv) petition for a privilege in 1528; it is also found on the
inscription on Bartsch 424. The latest date on his work is 1536
Very nice and finely printed impression. Trimmed to the subject and
mounted on a stronger support. (41878)
CHF 3500.-

